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Your problem has a
remedy. That remedy is found in the Bible, the book that changes lives and sets people free.
This edition of The Main Issue deals with the Bible. The Christian community claims the Bible to be
God’s Word to man. Indeed, within its own pages are some very bold statements regarding its own
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worth. The Bible does, in fact, claim to be inspired by God, a very bold assertion.
The Bible says, “He who despises the word will be destroyed.” And the Bible records the teaching of
Jesus, that any person who lives according to any other word will suffer calamity.
There are so many other teachings and sayings and philosophies and traditions on which men build.
And each of these has its books. But there is no book to compare with the Bible. None comes
remotely close.
Surely it makes good sense to determine for oneself the actual caliber of this most intriguing book.
In this edition of The Main Issue you will learn things you have never known, information that will
astound you, challenge you, and give you a new respect for this holy literature.
The Bible has always had its enemies, striving to belittle your confidence in its pages. The Bible: just
another book? challenges those enemies.
Is the Bible just another book? Or is it truly inspired of God and able to meet your problems? You are
the judge. The Main Issue presents the evidence. You have a verdict to make.
Christians believe the Bible is inspired by God, and is therefore divine and infallible. Scattered
throughout this paper is evidence for your consideration – information that will hopefully secure for
all time your trust in this great literature. The Bible: just another book? You are the judge. The Main
Issue presents the evidence. What is your verdict?
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